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This Handbook is in many ways the tip of an iceberg – a sub-
stantial body of research and publications conducted over 
many years with my two Swiss colleagues, Marc Desaules and 
Anita Grandjean. Our collaboration goes back to 1984, when I 
began to visit their project outside Neuchatel – a farm, hotel, 
restaurant, shop and housing (see aubier.ch). That project be-
gan in 1979, seven years after my own instigation of various 
activities, or should I say adventures, in real estate, communi-
ty living, wholefoods and construction. So, we found we had, 
and we certainly developed, much in common, the main thing 
being our understanding that in today’s world and in our times 
one has to take initiative, to act and then discover in the doing 
what is possible, where one’s limits lie, but especially where 
one has a duty, as it were, to go places no one has ever been 
before. 

In this, we all three had and continue to have Rudolf Stei-
ner’s contribution to economics as our pole star. Not only what 
he said and did in his own life, but the hints and indications he 
gave that anyone can make fruitful just by stepping on to the 
paths he pointed to. For example, foregoing real credit in fa-
vour of personal credit. Lending to people not to their assets. 

This we have done in our shared and separate ways for over 
35 years. All the while, we sought, individually but also in 
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regular retreats, to research not only how Steiner’s ideas – 
generally known as associative economics – could find expres-
sion and corroboration in current (rather than future) events 
and possibilities, but also to research our own actions concern-
ing which, of course, Steiner could give us no direct guidance. 
In this sense, we grew to become fellow travellers with him, 
not blind adherents. Indeed, there are those who question the 
validity of many of our efforts. 

Central to this shared destiny has been the understanding of 
economics generally and associative economics in particular 
that informs this Handbook. Although written as if under my 
hand only, I have served only as the articulator of experiences, 
ideas and insights developed mutually. My particular contribu-
tion is twofold – to have one foot in academia and another in 
the fact that I am English through and through. Like Goethe in 
Tischbein’s famous painting, this may mean I seem to have 
two left feet, but my special concern has been to articulate the 
ideas found in this book in the setting of Anglo-Saxon econom-
ics and finance. Marc and Anita are from French-speaking Swit-
zerland so, had they written it or were they yet to do so, their 
version might be very different. 

Be that as it may, the many ideas found herein came to a 
certain fruition, even culmination, in the late 1990s when we 
created the AE Guarantee Mark and named our seminar work 
‘Colours of Money’ for the first time. This we did after a semi-
nar we jointly held in California’s Muscle Beach Hotel, of all 
places! 

The seminar has stood the test of time, as well as varied 
contexts and circumstances. This Handbook in fact begins life 
in simultaneous versions – Spanish, Portuguese, German and 
English – reflecting the small but dedicated band of practition-
ers that now exists around the world. 

Again, what is contained in these pages, can be seen as a 
commonly created treasure, the ‘message’ of which through 
the medium of this Handbook will now hopefully become 
shared with quietly increasing numbers of people worldwide. 
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The Colours of Money  
An Introduction to Associative Economics  

 
 
Life today is driven more and more by economic and financial 
considerations. While important, they can run ahead of our hab-
its and understanding so that whereas they ought to support 
social life they begin to undermine it. The benefits of increased 
prosperity can become outweighed by ethical, social and envi-
ronmental costs. Young people, especially, can become mar-
ginalised and disenfranchised. 

The Colours of Money Handbook1 is designed to increase 
our awareness of the nature and purpose of economic life and 
of money and finance in particular. It spans from the 'big pic-
ture’ of human evolution to the 'nuts and bolts’ of day-to-day 
management. Its aim is to place human beings, especially 
young people, centre-stage in economic life, as those on whose 
initiative capital depends – the reverse of today’s situation, 
where initiative is dependent upon capital. 

  
 
 
  
 
  

                                                        
1 The name and other intellectual properties of this course belong to the Associative 
Economics Association (England and Switzerland). 
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Content, Format and Process 
 
 
The Handbook is derived from the Colours of Money seminar, 
which originated in 1998 as a stand-alone overview of the his-
tory and purpose of economic life in the light of associative 
economics.2 It is designed to introduce basic ideas, their place 
in the history of economic thought and policy, and how they 
can be applied in today’s world. 

The material used draws on many sources but especially the 
work of Rudolf Steiner, whose contribution to economics is 
fundamental to the associative approach. The aim is not mere-
ly to promote a set of ideas, but also to illumine a path in eco-
nomic life that allows one to pass from the prevailing competi-
tive paradigm to an associative one. For all the difference in 
ethos this may entail, the key is to conduct economic activity 
so that it comports with an associative approach grounded on 
today’s realities as regards the general law, accounting and 
finance, and the day-to-day management of a business.3 

The Handbook overall, as associative economics itself, is 
based on the view that the greatest asset of any business is 
the financial and economic literacy of those responsible for it, 
the entrepreneurs4, and that a business’s financial sovereignty 
is a metaphor for its ethical sovereignty (its ability to achieve 
its non-financial aims). It is intended for those who want to 
increase their understanding of today’s business and economic 
environment, both as regards macro-policy thinking and suc-
cessful day-to-day cash flow management. 

The basic themes of outlined in the Handbook can be fol-
lowed up in second and third stages that allow one to explore 
its themes in one’s own case: 

                                                        
2 It also serves as Step 1 of the 4-Step  Mark process with its 4 Criteria (see ae-
mark.com and Appendix). 
3 ‘Business’ is meant in the sense of the  Mark, Guideline 2: Including the self-
employed and sole traders and regardless of its size, locality and domain of operation, 
an ‘enterprise’ can be agricultural, industrial, commercial, financial, governmental, 
humanitarian or cultural. 
4 ‘Entrepreneur’ means the person actually or intending to be responsible for signing 
the balance sheet. 
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Colours of Money+ entails close-up and discreet 
evaluation of a proposed or existing business prefer-
ably with others undertaking the same process. If 
one is alone this becomes a detailed case study; if 
done with others, the time can be managed so that 
each project or business is looked at in outline. In all 
cases confidentiality should be maintained. 

 
Colours of Money2, provides opportunities for one-
on-one coaching and ‘homework’ sessions, ending in 
peer-group evaluation of the cases presented. 

 
     Adjacent is a typical Colours of Money Process. 
Though sequencial, the timescale is given by circum-
stances. 
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The Colours of Money 
Introduction to associative economics 

1: Competence  
(The Individual) 

3: Money=Accounting  
(Universal Language) 

Explore the deeper background to 
current events in order to have a 
sense for the future. 

(i) Monetary History  
Develop a long-term image of the 
origin, purpose and changing form 
of money. 

2: Structure  
(Body) 
(i) General Overview 
Identify the corporate form 
best suited to a particular 
business's situation, espe-
cially regarding the way it is 
capitalised. 

(ii) Deep Accounting 
Consider money and accounting as 
synonyms, so that accounting can 
become an instrument for percep-
tion (of what lives in one’s will). 

 
4: Associating 
(Conversation) 

(ii) For/Not For Profit 
Examine to what extent today's for-
profit/not-for-profit divide is neces-
sary? Review the logic and rele-
vance of current taxation regimes. 

Devise a financial plan as instru-
ment for navigating one's way in 
today's financial world and as basis 
for associating. 

 
Colours of Money+ 
Associative economic evaluation 

Presentation A  Evaluation 
(i) Balance Sheet 
Present the current or open-
ing balance sheet of one’s 
business, identifying why it 
is capitalised the way it is, 
both in terms of amounts 
and structure. 
 

Presentation B 
(ii) Financial Planning 

Invite colleagues’ evaluation of 
one’s presentations. 

 
Changes 
 

Identify where change is 
needed and how it can be 
accomplished. 

Present the first year financing of 
one’s business, comprising budget, 
actual and variance over four quar-
ters, along with a 5-year forecast. 

 

 

 
Colours of Money2 

Testing associativeness 
Embark on first year… 
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Handbook 
 
 
This Handbook reflects the process that its users are embark-
ing on, namely, the study and assimilation of core material and 
the application of this to their projects in accordance with their 
possibilities and circumstances  

 
Chapters 

 
Introduction 
1: Competence (The Individual) 
2: Structure (Body) 
3: Money=Accounting (Universal Language) 
4: Associating (Conversation) 

 
Four Basic Ideas 
 
The Colours of Money approach is linked to the  Mark (see 
Appendix), a self-auditing tool based on the idea that the es-
sence of associative economics can be expressed in four simple 
ideas: 

 
(1) Everyone has an I, which is the medium for becoming 
aware and competent in associative economics (in contrast, 
conventional economics bypasses the I, regarding the human 
being as ‘noise’ and as an unreliable element in economists’ 
equations). 

 
(2) Though universal in our I, we are shut off from one another 
by our bodies. Analogously, therefore, it matters how we in-
corporate our activities. In particular that the entities we use 
are fit for associative purposes. 

 
(3) Within our bodies we can nevertheless develop a common 
language. If this is not to be English, economics’ lingua franca 
to date, it has to be accounting, so that people everywhere can 
share a common monetary understanding of the world. For ex-
ample, as well as the three functions of money, we need to 
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recognise Rudolf Steiner’s idea of three kinds of money. Not 
because Steiner said so, but because they are there for the 
perceiving. 

 
(4) Possessed of a common language, we can now begin to 
speak again to one another, we can converse, meet, associate, 
on the basis of clear finances, for which each and every one of 
us – not governments, the market, or the banks – takes re-
sponsibility. 

 
The illustrations and texts in this Handbook summarise the es-
sential content of the Colours of Money seminar. Their ‘deliv-
ery’ will depend on their context and on who is interpreting or 
delivering the material. 
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Introduction 
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Humanity’s journey can be illustrated by charting the evolution 
of individual consciousness through its changing relationship to 
the material world, characterised by the descent into matter, 
or as finance people say, perhaps without realising the deeper 
sense of their words: ‘there is no gain without pain’. Along the 
way, the Renaissance marked the beginning of our fascination 
with the physical world, the world of senses, and of natural sci-
ence. Today we make the assumption that this form of science, 
science as applied to the natural world, is valid for all our ob-
servations. But it is surely not difficult to ask if this is true of 
such invisible things as prices, inflation and so on. Does not the 
modality of science change at this point? 

If we do not ask this question, then economics, said by 
many to be the handmaiden of western materialism, runs the 
danger of becoming of rather than in the world, so to speak. 
Then the stage is set for self-interest, more exactly egoism5, to 
become the basis for economic life – rather than, as its true 
nature would have it – a concern for others, meeting one an-
other’s needs, and so on. 
 
Key Stages, Events and Personalities 
      
     Key stages in this version of history are the pre Greco-
Roman (theocracy), the Greco-Roman, and the modern era. 
Key events are the debate on ‘just price’ (13th century), the 
birth of capitalism in the 15th and 16th centuries, the Enlight-
enment, ‘crowned’ in economics by Adam Smith’s Wealth of 
Nations in 1776, and the emergence of the materialist concep-
tion of history in the mid 19th century through the agency of 
Marxist analysis.  
     Key personalities include Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas, the 
likes of William Petty and Adam Smith, then Karl Marx, Rudolf 
Steiner, John Maynard Keynes and Friedrich von Hayek. There 
are of course many others one could mention, but emphasis is 
given here to Aristotle, Aquinas and Steiner because of a gold-

                                                        
5 In English one distinguishes between egoism and egotism. Egoism is when one mus-
ters all one forces and talents to best serve others, egotism is when one does this but 
bonly for oneself. In this book, the first is used. 
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en thread that connects their works, namely, the evolution 
from Aristotle’s sense for what is right, the ‘mean’, to Aquinas’s 
idea of ‘just price’, to Steiner’s ‘true price’. 

 
Key Problems 

 
This version of history points up two key problems. Firstly, 

for all its plausibility, is natural science an apt basis for under-
standing economic events? Or should it build on the wider con-
siderations that would result if economic life were described by 
people generally rather than defined by experts? 

Secondly, where has our journey led us? Are we in some 
kind of reversed theocracy, where the notion of market theo-
ry’s ‘invisible hand’ continues the very deism that economics 
claims to have outgrown? Or do we not have somehow to re-
think the way economic life takes place and how it is related to 
the other two parts of society – spiritual life and rights life – 
from which it has emancipated itself? This is the essence of 
Rudolf Steiner’s social conception, in terms of which economic 
life is not a realm apart – as many perceive it to be and some 
would indeed have it be – but an autonomous yet cohered as-
pect of social life as a whole. Moreover, for Steiner economic 
life has now become a single global affair, no longer the prov-
ince of nations, national governments or nationalism. 
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1: Competence 
(The Individual) 
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The story can also be told analogously to the human being. If 
one asks, who is able to be competent in economics, the an-
swer is a concrete human being – put precisely, that part of 
the human being that we all have in common, the part we all 
call ‘I’, using the name we all have but can never use to refer 
to another person. Moreover, competence in economics has to 
do with walking one’s talk, matching in deeds one’s under-
standing of economic life. Whether one is market-minded or 
‘green’ or associative, the fact is overriding: whatsoever one 
thinks in economics, that one also does. 

Competence, then, is about the individual human being. But 
not only that; it is about the human being with two sides, a 
higher, conscious aspect and a lower, unconscious aspect. This 
can be stated as a constitutional (rather than moral) fact. 
Moreover, the lower or uneducated aspect needs to be educat-
ed by the higher through the pursuit of ideals. This is done by 
the I. 

It is change in our behaviour that determines to what de-
gree and in what way our instinctive, habitual and unconscious 
aspect is metamorphosed into a deliberate conscious modality 
(cooperation without collusion). It is this education that shows 
to what extent the I mediates between such contrasts as serv-
ing oneself (consumption) and serving humanity (production); 
egoism and altruism; narrow egoism becoming enlarged ego-
ism; self interest expanding to include the entire human family. 

This way of seeing the human being, and how we educate 
(or ennoble) ourselves, is reflected in the two main ways of 
acting economically, summed up as follows: 

 
Higher Aspect   Lower Aspect 
Conscious    Unconscious 
Enlarged Egoism   Narrow Egoism 
Associating    Competing 
True Prices    Price Driven 
Inherent Regulation*  External Regulation* 
 

* ‘Inherent regulation’ means economic life regulating itself in 
its own terms but via accounting; ‘external regulation’ means 
on political or ideological grounds. 
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2: Structure 
(Body) 
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The essence of any human economic activity (which exists in 
fact for every human being) is that it has three aspects – aim 
(or ideal), ‘management’, and capitalisation – which are held 
together by the I of the individual whose activity it is. 

To ‘objectify’ this fact and to look at how several people to-
gether can undertake an activity one first needs to see the 
three elements without their being held together by one indi-
vidual, and then ask how several people can together achieve 
the integrity usually only thought possible of lone activity. 

This is the purpose of the ideal or ‘right on’ corporation,6 in 
which power is stilled by distinguishing between pecuniary and 
voting rights, so that the majority right is placed neither with 
the capital providers nor with the workers, but on behalf of a 
‘public benefit’ element. All ‘stakeholders’ then follow or serve 
the one star, ideal or mission, whether their role is to provide 
or to use the capital in an enterprise. 

This also addresses the question many have about the ‘legal 
fiction’ of corporations being likened to individual persons in 
law and thereby, in the USA for example, able to avail them-
selves of constitutional rights. There are many corporate 
forms, but the key question from the point of view of associa-
tive economics is how to capitalise the initiative that someone 
wants to take. (To be associative, a business has also of course 
to address issues of fair trade, fair remuneration, the environ-
ment, and so on. But these are in a sense secondary; they de-
pend on first principles.) 

 
For-profit / Not-for-profit 
      
The ‘right on’ corporation is the most effective way that many 
human beings can invest in the initiative of one (or several) of 
them. It is the way that the capital provided gives to the one 
running the enterprise (whether a for-profit or not-for-profit) 
the ground to take initiative. That said, an important consider-
ation is where it is appropriate to use a for-profit and where a 
not-for-profit entity. Often not-for-profit status is unwarranted. 

                                                        
6 See for example, The Right-On Corporation: Transforming the Corporation, New 
Economy Publications, Canterbury 2004. 
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3: Money=Accounting 
(A Universal Language)  
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Monetary History 
 
In the long journey of developing individualised consciousness, 
humanity has gradually taken on responsibility for the conduct 
of economic life. Whether or not we, with the democratic con-
sciousness we now enjoy, understand the ways of bygone 
times, the management of the economy has ‘descended’ from 
the realms of the gods, through ancient temple priests, then 
caesars, ‘down’ to kings (often ruling by divine right), who then 
treated with their increasingly powerful nobles, who were in 
turn challenged by the upstart bankers of Renaissance times.  
     With the monetisation of economic life came the rise of 
banking, leading to individual banks coalescing into the bank-
ing system, from which the functions of central banking derive. 
Nowadays, it is time for citizens generally to understand what, 
for better or worse, central bankers, sometimes tagging them-
selves as ‘enlightened princes’, regard as their core responsibil-
ities. Above all, the idea of price stability. 

In this way, the management of the economy has come to 
be a concern for every one of us. But to give real effect to this 
situation we all need to understand how economic life works, 
especially in its financial and monetary aspects. Not that these 
take precedence over the ‘real’ economy; but they provide us 
with an instrument for understanding and ordering it. 

Alongside this long history, reflecting and indeed guiding it, 
or at least having a strong influence, has been the evolution of 
the form of money from cows, to coins, to checks, to blips on a 
computer. This has likewise been accompanied by the evolution 
of accounting from undifferentiated to differentiated narrative – 
money received (things sold) / money spent (things bought) – 
to single entry bookkeeping and the emergence of the balance 
sheet, then ‘upgraded’ by the introduction of double entry 
bookkeeping. By this means, as well as being clearer about the 
activity one undertakes in the world, one can look at it from 
the world’s point of view. In other words, one can become 
aware of its effects – and thereby of one’s motivation and in-
tentions. 
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Deep Accounting 
 
There is, however, far more to double-entry than is usually un-
derstood. Not only does it provide a protection against the 
danger of treating money as something unto itself, both con-
ceptually and in the way we behave, seeing the economy as 
something one uses to get rich, for example. But it also ena-
bles one to see the threefold structure of accounting and to see 
this as an analogy or metaphor for the threefold nature of the 
global financial architecture and the three functions of money 
in conventional economic theory, but also Rudolf Steiner’s idea 
of three kinds of money. 

This is especially important when the economy becomes 
global, all of a piece, which has been the underlying condition 
of things for over 100 years now. A single global economy 
means that separate national economies no longer operate, a 
development that entails far-reaching changes not only in the 
way we understand things, but also in the institutional ar-
rangements which to date have had a national basis. 

Nowadays we need to perceive the dynamic within what is 
generally understood as ‘one’ money, a dynamic that means 
that money cannot have reality if it is fiat, government-backed 
and enforced as legal tender. This is no easy task, but it is the 
key to understanding and managing the global economy once 
the gold standard, and its latter-day derivatives, no longer op-
erates. In fact, the gold standard ceased to have meaning in 
1914. Ever since we have confected the finances of the world 
in ways that are now no longer tenable. 

Most crucial and indeed most urgent in this regard is the 
way we understand the links between money issue and trade, 
and credit creation and the capitalising of initiative. Chief here 
is the need to question whether money is a commodity, subject 
to being traded, and to reflect on the fact that financial mar-
kets are characterised by not investing in individuals but in 
‘profit opportunities’, profits made by trading in money. 
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4: Associating 
(Conversation) 
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The key question today is whether the economy will be under-
stood and managed in terms of statist or neo-liberal, free mar-
ket ideas; or associatively. The days of statist economics are 
arguably over. Although there is hope by many that the state 
can somehow rein in the neo-liberal paradigm now prevailing, 
this is surely doubtful, if for no other reason than that the 
thinking of both is the same. Neither sees the individual as 
such as the agent for economic life, let alone the individual as 
he learns to overcome the egoism that characterises the devel-
opment of economic life in its ‘capitalist’ phase. 

Going forwards, this egoism has to be enlarged to include 
the whole human family. Put in other words, we have to learn 
that the economic role of the individual is to use his capacities 
to serve or meet the needs of others. If we all did this, we 
would all have our own needs met, of course. It is like those 
who in hell try to eat with three-foot spoons but starve be-
cause they insist on feeding themselves, while those in heaven 
similarly equipped thrive because they feed one another. More 
precisely, we can learn to manage economic life in a whole-
some way by associating rather than competing, collaborating 
non-collusively to ensure that the economy as a whole is 
healthy and that prices are true, that is to say, people can af-
ford to live from what they do. (There can, however, be no 
price-fixing.) 

In a monetised, individualistic economy the last point is not 
easy to achieve. But it can be helped enormously if trading 
partners compare their balance sheets and their financial in-
formation, so that both parties to any transaction can see how 
prices affect each one’s profitability. In this way, accounting 
can be seen as an organ of perception, as a ‘social brain’. This 
is the way we can learn to think ‘outside the box’, the box be-
ing brain-bound thinking intellectualism that is not able to 
think imaginatively. 

By revealing to one another one’s accounting (understood 
as the form that money has today) people can together yet 
individually cohere their behaviour so as to ensure they are all 
profitable, all properly capitalised, and all achieving their stated 
social goals. For this one needs to work to a financial plan sev-
eral years forward, regularly monitoring budget to actual to 
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ensure one lands one’s plane on time and at the intended des-
tination (although the route to get there may entail diver-
sions). Things need not then be left to the vagaries of the mar-
ket or bankruptcy laws. We can, for example, organise to pro-
vide young people with the capital they need to achieve their 
aims in life, aims they cannot achieve in an economically 
healthy way except in service to meeting the needs of others. 

When people do this more generally, beginning with their 
education in secondary school, it will become second nature to 
conduct economic life through the medium of money-as-
accounting and in a spirit of cooperation and service. The indi-
vidual is not made any less by this. Indeed, this cannot come 
about unless we celebrate the individual, not by encouraging or 
making a virtue out of self- assertion, but by recognising indi-
viduals through the very fact that we finance what they are 
wanting to do, that we give them air beneath their wings. That 
capital is not only used to produce a return to the ‘owner’ of it, 
but also as the medium through which new values can be cre-
ated (without which, of course, there can be no return in any 
real economic sense). 
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Appendix: The  Mark 
 
 
The Colours of Money approach is linked to the  Mark (see 
ae-mark.com), a self-auditing tool based on the idea that the 
essence of associative economics can be expressed in four cri-
teria, achieved through four steps. Although formulaic because 
originally conceived as a formal guarantee mark, the criteria 
have been wrung from life, from entrepreneurial experience. 
They comprise four simple ideas: 

 

(1)  Competence: In associative economics. 
  

(2)  Structure: Choosing or designing structures, entities 
and arrangements fit for associative purposes. 

   

(3)  Money and Accounting: Understanding and using 
money and accounting as an instrument of perception 
in one’s own activity and economic life generally. 

 

(4)  Association: Collaboration between economic actors, 
not against humanity but to ensure the economic 
health, both of the world economy as such and the ac-
tivities that make it up. 

 

While the ae-mark.com website is replicated in the following 
pages, the purpose of this Handbook is to background the cri-
teria so that any entrepreneur can self-evaluate how his or her 
business meets the conditions of associative working in the 
day-to-day language of modern economic life. 

The  Mark is not meant to be a policed label, but rather 
something one can use as a self-auditing tool. Its effects are 
not directly spelt out, and therefore do not lend themselves to 
being policed from outside (by an inspectorate, for example). 
The idea is that if entrepreneurs are minded to work associa-
tively in the first place, they will seek out ways to give this ap-
proach practical effect. The criteria are not described in mana-
gerial or organisational development terms, but, if one tries to 
give them effect, they will be seen to have important conse-
quences in these regards. 
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The Mark of Associative Economics 
 

 

A Path from Competition to Association 
 

4 Steps   4 Criteria   Guidelines   The Colours of Money 
  
Associative economics is based on the idea that economic life is 
the responsibility of every human being in collaboration with 
humanity as a whole. Proceeding from what we think and do, 
rather than by way of abstract forces, it is about making this 
responsibility conscious and finding ways to give it effect in 
practical life. 
     The property of the Associative Economics Association, the 

 Mark was created on 29 September 1998, as a Quality 
Guarantee Mark to promote an associative approach to modern 
economic life by raising awareness of the economics not only of 
one's own enterprise but also of the wider social and econom-
ic environment in which it exists.  

Originally formally established in 38 countries, the  Mark 
envisages a path from competition to association, along which 
individual entrepreneurs assume responsibility for the conduct 
of economic life, rather than governments, the state, banks, or 
abstract market forces. 

Subject to its Criteria and Guidelines, the  Mark is in-
tended for self-audited and self-certified assessment of the ‘as-
sociativeness’ of an enterprise (including the self-employed and 
sole traders), regardless of its size, locality and domain of op-
eration and whether agricultural, industrial, commercial, finan-
cial, governmental, humanitarian or cultural. 
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 4 STEPS 
 

1: Introduction to Associative Economics 
Attending the Colours of Money Seminar  
(or an equivalent event or experience) 
 

Step 1 provides entrepreneurs with an overview of the evolution 
of economic life, focused on the need for competence, appropriate 
ownership and capital structures, transparent accounting, and ef-
fective management of money flows, and the importance of work-
ing with others seeking an associative approach to economic life 
(Criterion 4/Meeting). 
 
2: Preparing for the  Mark 
Exploring the application of associative economics  
(Colours of Money+ Seminar or equivalent event or experience) 
 

Intended for those responsible for new or already existing busi-
nesses, Step 2 is designed to sharpen the skills and understand-
ing needed to give effect to associative economics. This step en-
tails participation in regular meetings with other associative entre-
preneurs in order to ‘test’ one’s understanding of associative work-
ing in today’s conditions. 
 
3: Aligning to the  Mark 
Making any changes necessary to fulfil the Mark’s requirements  
(Colours of Money2 Seminar or equivalent event or experience) 
 

Having decided to align one’s enterprise with the  Mark, Step 3 
has two aspects. Firstly, associative entrepreneurs make any nec-
essary changes to the capitalisation, structure, management, and 
accounting of the enterprise. Secondly, they undertake to meet 
regularly with at least two other associative entrepreneurs in the 
sense of Criterion 4/Meeting. 
 
4: Using the  Mark  
Stepping on the path from competition to association 
 

Step 4 occurs when entrepreneurs who have completed Steps 1-3 and ful-
filled the  Mark’s Criteria announce their eligibility and take the step of 
self-certification. 
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 4 CRITERIA 
 

1: Competence  
Human beings, not market forces, as the true agents  
of economic development  
 
The management of the Enterprise is in the hands of a person or 
persons – 'the Entrepreneur' or 'Entrepreneurs' – striving to un-
derstand associative economics in the manner contemplated by 
these Criteria. The minimum requirement is to have completed 
Steps 1 and 2. 
 
2: Structure  
The importance of appropriate legal, financial,  
and management frameworks  
 
The enterprise is constituted and conducted so that: 
 
1. Its aim and existence are independent of both the providers of 

its finance and of the views and opinions of its management. 
 

2. The financing of its means of production is designed to guaran-
tee its long-term independence. 

 

3. Its management functions in a transparent manner and main-
tains a clear record of decisions taken. 

 
3: Accounting 
Transparent and open bookkeeping as a common language  
and the key to responsible change 
 
1. The accounting of the Enterprise is open and transparent both 

internally and externally. 
 

2. Based on double-entry bookkeeping, it is structured in terms of 
a universal accounting framework provided by the Association 
as the basis of a common financial language. 

 

3. Each Entrepreneur establishes a budget and maintains the 
bookkeeping and year-end forecasting for the Enterprise (or the 
part of the Enterprise) that s/he represents. 
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4. In the event of an Enterprise having more than one Entrepre-
neur, the Entrepreneurs together establish a budget and main-
tain the bookkeeping and year-end forecasts for their Enter-
prise as a whole. 

 

5. In the same way, a budget is established and the bookkeeping 
and year-end forecasting maintained for each group of Enter-
prises that meets (see Criterion 4 below). 

 
4: Meeting 
Using the medium of money-as-accounting to work  
associatively rather than competitively 

 

1. Independently of any trading or financial relationships, the En-
trepreneur of an Enterprise and the Entrepreneurs of at least 
two other Enterprises hold a meeting (‘the Meeting’) of con-
stant composition and on a regular agreed frequency. The 
Meeting will be a real one; that is, the Entrepreneurs must be 
in the same room. 

 

2. The purpose of the Meeting is for the Entrepreneurs to share 
and comment on the economic situation of their respective En-
terprises through the medium of budgets, management ac-
counts, and year-end forecasts, as a basis for building a shared 
picture of their own and each others’ situations both individual-
ly and together. 

 

3. The year-end is the occasion of a similar Meeting, at which the 
aims and budgetary options of the Enterprises for the following 
year are likewise considered and made clear.  
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 GUIDELINES 
 

1. Format 
 
The  Mark appears in the following format irrespective of colour:   
 

 
 
2. Purpose 
The purpose of the  Mark is to recognise and affirm the associa-
tive economic quality of an enterprise and therefore the entrepre-
neur(s) responsible for it. Including the self-employed and sole 
traders and regardless of its size, locality and domain of operation, 
an ‘enterprise’ can be agricultural, industrial, commercial, finan-
cial, governmental, humanitarian or cultural. 
 

Users of the  Mark demonstrate an approach to modern eco-
nomic life that fosters cultural diversity, respects human rights, 
and promotes environmental and economic sustainability. 
 
3. Owner, Administration and Financing 
The administration and development of the  Mark is conducted 
on a public benefit basis. It is owned by the Associative Economics 
Association – an association in the sense of Articles 60 and follow-
ing of the Swiss Civil Code. Its seat is at CH 2037 Montézillon 
(Rochefort Commune), Neuchâtel, Switzerland. The Association 
has no direct trading or financial relationship with any of the en-
terprises. 
 
4. Use and Criteria 
Although self-accrediting, the use of the  Mark assumes its us-
ers comport their conduct with these Guidelines and in fulfilment 
of the  Mark’s Criteria.  
 

Its main anticipated use is in relation to those services covered by 
business management, commercial administration (Class 35), fi-
nancial operations, monetary operations (Class 36), and education 
and training (Class 41). 
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5. Monitoring 
These Guidelines are conceived and formulated to permit their fu-
ture evolution in accordance with the conditions necessary to the 
fulfilment of the purpose of the  Mark. 
 

They are subject to continuous review by the Associative Econom-
ics Association, which reserves the right to amend and develop 
them as it sees fit. 
 
This version of the Rules (now Guidelines) supersedes all previous versions 
– April 2020. 
 


